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Faculty slash
possible in 75-76

May 2, 1974

by JIM HEALY

Declining enrollment and
possible budget cuts may force
ULK to release some facultv
members for the 1975-76
academic year.

faculty t0 take
leaves of absence, sabbaticals
voluntary reductions in load
letting extra funding from
the state legislature

members" mirement °f facul<y
Possibil'ty' while still in
the talking stages, could become
ra7inRftdUCe,othe student-faculty
ratio from 18.4-1 to 16.4-1 This
a reality and President Leonard
would require additional funding
Rice and a joint faculty-student
from the state, but would enablf
committee
are
currently
a" °f itS CUrrent
discussing what steps to take if faculty0 F
proposed cuts do come to OCE
President Rice said he was snh?eiH°Hege administration has
submitted a request to the state
worried about the concept of
legislature for $312,000 in ad
faculty cuts and in speaking of
the current faculty evaluation ditional funds to subsidize some
ot the faculty positions. These
infa
^°ped "that something
passed by the state
will develop on this campus that
Will provide the administration legislature in the summer of 1975
with information. . .in making would save money of the facultv
decisions about cuts in faculty." positions. The request for the
additional $312,000 has already
Bice
emphasized
that
passed an audit by the State
everything is tentative as of yet, system
business office.
and said no real direction has
been taken on the matter. He
If the additional funds are
called the estimated 37 5 passed, those faculty members
reduction figure an exaggeration,
who received termination notices
and said that if any faculty cuts would have those letters with
did occur they would be much drawn, and their job com
less than that.
mitments would be extended for
Should any faculty members be the 1975-76 and 1976-77 academic
given notices of release, these years.
notices would have to be received
^«• evidence b, Hi, M
Criteria for determining which
by them no later than June 15, faculty members may be
1974 to be effective for the 1975-76 released has not yet been drawn
year. A state law requires that a
up, and the role of the Advisorv
one year notice be given to any Committee, the Department
members who may be released
Chairman and the administration
Dr. Gary Huxford, chairman of is still being clarified.
the joint faculty-student Advisory
A meeting was held yesterday
eo again
aeain
oitho^ making the ,team co-ed or
JJV^
Here we go
either
Committee on Faculty Reduc
"We were thinking of de tion, said that the committee is lor the entire college faculty to
Brought to you by those same going in the direction of an eight
veloping a ski chalet there last looking into the options open to outline the situation and options
folks who brought you Melford
man team."
year, just in case it did snow " OCE regarding cuts, and said open to the college.
Nelson's ski run, Cupid's Knoll
He said he felt that Monmouth
and the summer Winter Olym could financially support a said Bridges. -But Melford that the committee would
pics is a World Football League professional team because "the needed the building to overhaul probably come to some sort of
his tractor."
franchise.
recommendation within "the
quality of the players that we're
Yes, those very people who likely to get probably will not
next three or four weeks."
started the 1976 Independence - demand much money."
Monmouth Winter Olympics are
Huxford said that a reduction
The international football
now working to obtain an WFL stadium, along with, the other
of 37.5 would be "devastating" to
by TOM REILLY
team, and if successful it would Winter
OCE, and called the issue a
Olympic
Olympic
make Monmouth the smallest facilities on Cupid's Knoll, will
Financial Board will hold its sensitive one that is affecting
The construction of OCE's Fine
city in the world with a full-time help the local sponsors toward final hearing on the 1974-75 many of the faculty members.
Arts building is expected to begin
professional football team.
Student Body President Rick this summer.
their ultimate goal of a year- budget Sunday, May 5 at 7 p.m
Tentatively the team has plans round sports facility for Mon according to Sharlene Sch- Blanche, one of two students on
The building committere of the
to play in a new international mouth and Independence. The midlkofer, ASOCE Business the Advisory Committee, said State Board of Higher Education
football stadium now being communities will be host again Manager. The meeting will be that the committee is now in a accepted the plans for the $2
planned for Cupid's Knoll, the this fourth of July to the Annual held in the Oregon Room near the period of information gathering, million auditorium one week ago
104-loot tall site of the annual 1976 Winter Olympics. The fireplace in the College Center. trying to find out "what we're Wednesday. Bids are to be
Winter Olympics ski run.
Olympics are held in the summer
Everyone who has requested a doing and where we're going." opened in May, and construction
"Right now it looks like there can take place 90 days after that
"We think putting the field on because the weather is nicer budget to ASOCE is requested to
Cupid's Knoll makes a lot of then; and, besides, it usually attend as this will be the last are about 13.5 positions that are date according to Rep. Phil Lang
sense,'' said D.E.P. Bridges, doesn't snow in Monmouth in the chance to discuss their budgets. in jeopardy," said Blanche. "But (D-Portland). Lang is the coassistant chief of the local winter.
The meeting will end at 10 p.m. that's very, very tenuous, and it chairman
of
the
State
depends
upon
the
state Emergency Board.
volunteer fire department and
legislature among other things."
coordinator for Olympics game
The building is going to be
Blanche stressed that the 13.5 funded through monies tran
activities. "The field will be 100
figure is not a reality or a sferred from other areas within
yards long, and will be the only
decision, but merely a figure that the state system. $250,000 will be
football field in the world with a
has been talked about.
30-degree grade. We feel it will
diverted from funds previously
The ultimate decision wil be going to the U of O Medical
add a brand-new element of sport
Thp
Inner
awaifoH
ouolnofinrY
The long awaited evaluating of evaluation will be in the packet of made by President Rice, but School. Originally it was thought
into the game: winning the toss."
OCE instruction begins Monday, materials. You will also return what the Advisory Committee because of acute financial
Bridges said placing the May 6th. If you are a Student
the packets to Room 249 im recommends to him will weigh problems within the Oregon State
football field on Cupid's Knoll will Evaluator of a class please come
mediately after conducting the heavily toward his decision. System of Higher Education OCE
have certain money-saving to either the Willamette Room at evaluation.
Some of the recommendatios that would not receive the needed
factors as well. Melford Nelson, 10 a.m. or the Oregon Room at 1
the committee is considering funds for the building.
the farmer who owns the hill p.m. this Friday, May 3. This is
OCE has proved itself an in
We need volunteers to help us are:
situated west of Monmouth, for the instructions on how to on Wednesday, Thursday and
tegral part of the Oregon college
- budget cuts in other areas community by earning a first
would continue to graze his cattle conduct the evaluation.
Friday, May 8, 9, and 10 to take
on the field except during game
If you are an evaluator but packets to the classes that were such as the state motor pool and place among schools of education
time, leaving maintenance at a cannot attend an orientation not evaluated. If you are con some telephone service.
in American Colleges and
- Changes in the teaching load Universities. The approval of the
minimum.
meeting on Friday, then pick up cerned that students have a clear
"We're running into a little bit the packet of
evaluation voice in the quality of instruction from a 12 hour load to nine hour plans for the Fine Arts Building
of trouble in drafting a team," materials on the day of the class at OCE please help us. Call Sam teaching load.
then is an encouragement from
- Changes in the teaching year the State Board of Higher
mentioned Bridges in a lamron 2 from Room 249 Todd Hall Anderson ext. 249 or drop him a
interview, "the problem is a lack (Teaching Research's area). note in the campus mail telling by making the summer session a Education, and is an expression
regular quarter and have faculty of faith in OCE as a capable in
of players, and we may consider Instructions for conducting the how you may be reached.
teach three of four quarters.
stitution.

^FL in Monmouth? Could be

Arts building

Budget hearing
slated Sunday

gets go-ahead

OCE faculty evaluation
becomes reality Monday

Dr. Trainer begins
his lecture series on
human sexuality. . .page 3

Alumni gather to
remember the
"good old days". . .page

Tartuffe approaches
May 8 opening. . .page 6

Compromise possible

Tapes proposal
President Nixon's offer of transcripts of subpoened
Watergate tapes may not be the ideal solution but it does
seem to be a workable one.
Alone the transcripts would have to be considered
unsatisfactory, but coupled with the President's offer to
allow ranking members of the House Judiciary Com
mittee to listen to the tapes some of the objections are
overruled.
There are still some serious problems involved with
the plan. It is Nixon's intention that only two elected
members of the Committee will listen to the entire tapes
to decide if the editing of non-Watergate material was
proper. It seems that the two staff lawyers of the
committee are the true experts on the impeachment
proceedings. They will not be allowed to hear the tapes.
Another problem as Oregon Democrat Al Ullman
said, is "there is no way, really, to check the integrity of
the tapes unless you have possession." He said that the
transcripts will not be legal evidence unless the tapes
can be checked by experts.
Nixon also emphasized once again the need to protect
the confidentiality of the Office of the President. His
fears that this might be damaged by his release of the
transcripts are well founded. Future advisors to the
President are bound to think twice before speaking
openly if there is a chance that what they say may one
day become public record.
However, the situation is such now that the principle
of confidentiality must be compromised to some degree.
It is possible that the President chose not to comply
fully with the subpoena as a result of the jury decision in
the Mitchell-Stans case regarding Vesco campaign
contributions. The jury indicated that one of the key
factors in their decision on acquittal was based on the
testimony of John Dean III. They termed his testimony
as often unbelievable. Dean is a key witness in the
Watergate case as far as implicating the President.
The Judicial Committee should consider the
President's offer carefully and try to work out the
problems in it before they decide on a confrontation.
Oregon Democrat Edith Green commented that the
President, "went more than halfway in trying to avoid a
confrontation with the potential of tearing the country
apart more than anything since the Civil War."
In his speech however, Nixon left one important
question hanging in the air. What does he intend to do
about the subpoena from Watergate special prosecutor
Leon Jaworski for 64 additional tapes that was due at 10
a.m. EDT today. Nixon said that the transcripts
released Tuesday tell it "all." That would seem to be his
answer.
Dick Soules
lamron 2 editor

lamron 2 comment, . .

Vitamins under attack by FDA
by Senator William Proxmire
Reprinted with permission from
The Independent Journal of the
Church of Scientology
Senator William Proxmire (DWis.) introduced a bill in the
Senate recently which would
"...prevent the Food and Drug
Administration from carrying
out its determination to classify
safe vitamin and mineral sup
plements as dangerous drugs.
The bill would require the FDA to
regulate vitamins and minerals
as foods or food supplements
rather than drugs."
Under
proposed
new
regulations by the FDA, vitamin
and mineral preparations in
units greater then 150 per cent of
the so-called Recommended
Daily Allowance (RDA) would be
classified as drugs, not foods, and
sold either as over the counter
drugs (OTC) or by prescription.
There are several reasons why
this is an arbitrary, hostile and
wrong action by the FDA.
First, vitamins and minerals
are not drugs. They are food or
food supplements, have been
regulated as such for decades,
and should continue to be
regulated under the food and food

Kenneth L. (Ken) Holmes,
Professor of History at OCE,
announced this week that he
plans to run for the Oregon State
Senate from District 18 as an
Independent. Holmes says, "I
have always tried to maintain my
own independence of mind and
action. This makes me feel right
at home as an Oregonian running
as an Independent candidate.
Many of us in Oregon feel this
way, I am sure."
There is no way for an In
dependent to run in the Oregon
primary, however, petitions are
already being circulated to ac
cumulate the 500 or more
signatures needed by August to
get Holmes' name on the final
ballot. He says he is announcing
this early in order to let the public
and the other candidates know
that he will be in the picture.
Senate district 18 is made up of
major portions of Benton and

Polk counties, the incumbant,
Senator Richard Hoyt of Corvallis, has announced that he
does not plan to run again.
Candidate Holmes, who lives in
Monmouth, is a long-time
resident of the Pacific Northwest.
He was Professor of History and
swimming coach at Linfield
College in McMinnville for many
years before moving to Oregon
College in 1967. Many remember
him best as a writer about north
west history.
He was a special writer for the
Portland Oregonian for many
years and contributed articles on
the history of agriculture,
especially the history of the
horse, to the Oregon Farmer,
Western Horseman, and other
agricultural publications.
His column, PAGES FROM
OUR PAST, was distributed to
some two dozen northwest
newspapers, including the

IdiotT Vou
told me you
had aw AUTO

An often heard complaint on campus is that there is
nothing to do, nothing ever happens. In the last few
w ®®ks this Wasn't been the case with the numerous
activities taking place on campus.
Unfortunately a new complaint has arisen as a result
of the various activities. They all seem to be scheduled
on Tuesday nights. Two weeks ago we had the Sym
posium on Censorship and the Anne Murray concert
both scheduled for fhe same time.
Last week found another installment of the
symposium competing with Dr. Trainer's first of a
series of lectures on human sexuality

Our bill would protect the
consumer by requiring that the
FDA treat vitamins and minerals
under the food and food
supplement laws. The FDA could
not limit the potency, number,
combination, amount or variety
of vitamins and minerals "...if
the amount recommended to be
consumed does not ordinarily
render it injurious to health," a
standard applied to food in the
law for more than three decades.
The FDA is actively hostile to
the use of vitamins and minerals
by the general public. Their
prejudiced position has now
taken the form of prescribing
requirements which are not only
onerous but are virtually
impossible to meet.
This bill would make the FDA
prove, as the law has required for
a very long time, that vitamins
and minerals at the recom
mended quantities are actually
harmful before the FDA could
limit them.

Oh, perhaps in
my enthusiasm,
Gort, I PIP
misuse th'term,
but certainly
aPter seeing
?£...

Corvallis Gazette-Times, for a
number of years. His latest book,
"An Historical Atlas of Early
Oregon," was published as part
of the Bi-Centennial celebration
of the American Revolution in
our state.
Holmes has spoken many,
many times to audiences about
the history of Oregon and the
West, especially the fur trade. He
and his wife, Inez, represented
Governor McCall, the Oregon
Historical Society, and the State
of Oregon at the 300th anniver
sary of the Hudson's Bay Com
pany in London in 1970.

Society story
appropriate
To the Editor:
I feel that the article titled
"Imperfect society better than no
society at all" is a very
appropriate point of view to
present considering the state of
flux, and level of discontent in our
nation today. The fact that
criticism demanding immediate
change, is counter productive
without a valid alternative, that
has been subjected to the same
criteria to determine its relative
efficiency in providing for the
social welfare should be
recognized by any individual
demanding change. In other
words it takes little effort to
criticize but a great deal of
effort to author a superior
alternative.
Mark
Forster

Lamron 2
staff

tJnm^ n n e + + M u T a y C ° nc ® rt w a s a n excellent enter
tainment attraction and the other events were
6ducdtiondl as well as entertaining. It is much to our
benetit to have them on campus.
It does seem unfortunate however, that these ac
tivities have to compete with each other. With a little
more care put into the planning it seems that at least
some of the events could have been scheduled on dif
ferent nights.
Hopefully in the future we will continue to have top
notch entertainment and educational programs. It
would also be nice it they could be scheduled for
different times so that everyone will have the opportunity to attend all the events.

Page 2

stances which are non-toxic foods
or food supplements. A portion of
the new regulations have already
gone into effect for Vitamin A
with the result that in many
instances the unit price for
Vitamin A has tripled.

Holmes announces candidacy

Planning ahead

Dick Soules
lamron 2 editor

supplement laws and regulations.
Second, the FDA's so-called
Recommended Daily Allowance
is extremely low in most cases. It
is really
a
"minimum"
requirement for some people
rather than an optimumn
requirement. In the case of
Vitamin C, for example, 150
percent of the RDA would be 90
milligrams. In a highly im
portant double blind scientific
study by Professors Anderson,
Reid, and Beaton of the
University of Toronto (published
in the Canadian Medical Journal
for September 1972) the use of
1,000 or more milligrams of Vita
min C per day by several hundred
persons provided statistically
significant evidence that such
quantities reduce the number of
illnesses, the duration of
illnesses, the days of lost work,
etc.
But under the new FDA rules,
Vitamin C in excess of 90
milligram units would have to be
treated as a 'drug' and sold as a
'drug'.Since Vitamin C is now
routinely sold in 100, 250, or 500
milligram units would not only be
inconvenient but wrong.
The effect of the proposed
regulations would be to raise
prices to consumers for sub

©H73MA
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Dr. Trainer.

Series on
SeX

by KENN LEHTO

It's encouraging to see at least
, few people on campus have a

serious interest
,^ual'ty. About
interested peonteeath'^
0re®on

an^ marriage

SUcb
«cb

underway

iiK-jC Dr. Joseph Tre,n„ ..
wefcw* ^tu^ J*™* this year under the sponsorship of
selor on sexualit^Tnd " a C0Un"
rre. Realth Center, ASOCE,
a United Campus Christian
e™WhyHHomoSSUSSi°n ^
fellowship and Inter-Dorm

K

®

Council.

Along with being a well-known

»in,l"iS'the^nthMhumaby

are

and counselor, Dr.
dnnht Vuhumans lecturer
a
er is

no

t,''

!"
also an instructor at
the University of Oregon Medical

J

School in Portland, has a private
practice and a television show on
marriage counseling titled "The
Marriage Doctor." He is also on
the editorial board of the Journal
of
Marriage and
Family
Counseling and authors a syn
dicated column on marital
problems.

down the street
THURSDAY, MAY 2
Gracious sexual appetite.
a-m. to 3 n mrnEn^iP^ent Share * air *S *n ^ s seconc* day today at 10
around.
Music Hall lawn. Hike on over and take a look

USS10n was the first of
si Jtn h
OCF ineth,Ven by Dr' Trainer at
OCE m the weeks to come Rv
this printing
ho ,„;n l„
. By
g

CohegT^enre^Coffcr^68^1^3" °rn F°rUm today at noon in the
Romero, Dean of Cnllpa
r
r^ °r the discussion wiH be Jose
• can of Co legio Cesar Chavez in Mt. Angel, and Mario
Cor(J
Chlcano Cultural Center.
ASOCEm ;•
Workroom atlT R dayH infCAlade Executive Board in the ASOCE

£S ,he will'have'given
Men And
And
Women K
P°n "Why
W"y Men
Women
c
Women Can
t 'f'"
. 0ther
ure
ach
Our'
i
out. On
On T
Tuesday,
May 7 his

IS

Ce0?naCeption
and
aborrtion0nThfollow
presents' p
ing week he

TogXrneS
municable

Dr. Joseph Trainer

Harvey Fox's

ANDERSON'S

T

and Its a 810" °" "Marriage
and Its Alternatives: Essential
?u™an Needs Common To All "

Sporting
Goods

141 COM'L N.E., SALEM, OREGON 97301
Phone 363-5934

Our People Make Us Numher One

A half century of
bridal tradition began
with our diamonds.
a. Renaissance diamond solitaire bridal set,
14 karat gold, $350.
Embrace bridal set, 7 diamonds, 14 karat gold, $450.
Diamond solitaire trio set, 14 karat gold,
black accents, $375.
Zales Revolving Charge • Zales Custom Charge
BankAmericard • Master Charge
American Express • Diners Club • Layaway
Illustrations enlarged.

displayingTeSraneaedie^S0,n' head

,resident of Landers Hall, will be
room at Landers HalUt%':3(^m painting' and rug-hooking in her
in 'trtL,nde"io,S,fluek women?*8 °" P°rtland Stat®

t0day at 3 P'm'

1 Therek
X"ray unit wdl be on
from 2to4pm
to 4 p.m. i here is no charge for the X-rays.

campus today

FRIDAY. MAY 3
i n the Col lege 'cerner mdarL a^U"ive,rsity ^makers will open
nd beon tosDlav until Mav31.
Tonight's Camif. ™
v,e 1S "Cabaret" starring Liza Minelli and
JoelGrav
,•
Shop, and ad^Tslon^3?^30^^'111' theCollege Center Coffee
cents- This one walked off with seven
Academy Awards in '73

toehConnifceXV!,rk^reSent\?iwLi5!gUal
^rations '74" in
Willamette Deschutes TV i™'
Workshops at 1 p.m. in the
There will be a SEEK vi r°Unge'. and 0regon RoomsAnyone with U Meeting tonight at 9 p.m. in the Coffee Shop,
bv our offir»o
information concerning this meeting, please droD it
The Tennts toa,Ve 111°theC°llege Center0ffice ^ourmail box
University at
rTheR
h"1,,^ aftemoon to take on Willamette
11 team handles Eastern Washington
here at 4nm = a'.! w

by MELISA McFIE

JEWELERS

p m ; and the Senate in NS to! at^p.mStrat0rSW°rkr00m at 6:30

Music HalTAuSSumPatWRnPre^nt SCe"eS from two operas in the
night at the same time
program will continue tomorrow

Free passes
offer incentive
for senators

ZALES

May 2, 1974

wdh"T30hlS f'nal talk wil1 deal
pltb Try,nS to Manufacture a
Reasonable Marriage with a
Little Medical Help."
Last year Dr. Trainer gave a
similar series of talks on
sexuality on the OCE campus
Because of such good student and
STf'ty response- he was
invited for a return engagement

Now in stock - A large
assortment of knapsacks for all your needs.

Located in the Salem Plaza

^Some"6"^ °f
Diseases," then a

The idea was presented when
interest in student government
was at an all time low," said SATURDAY, MAY 4
Steve Lamb, Senate Chairman
speaking of activity passes wiih"fpiaC ullUrr Week has a ful1 sched"le today starting at 10 a m
oup Meeting in the Coffee Shop At 3-30 d m a
granted to student government rwa Planning
r
Wl11
members.
M 8 30°nmTh
m T™*? 3t Talmadge Jr. High for $1.00 a plate ,
t 8.30 p.m. there will be a dance featuring "La Ganga" in the OPP
Last year of the positions open
on the executive board only two Gym prices of $1.00 for singles, and $1.50 for couples.
loaay s Afternoon Movie is "Black Beautv" Priee nf
were filled and of the 40 positions
dm'SS10n 'S
50 cents. One showing only at 2 p.m. Don'tSs itf
opened in the Senate only eight
positions were filled! As student
OCE sPRnlVV'fMkSK°P,fKntlnUeS tonight with iVs Program at 8 p m
11x5 Participating in a Rodeo with Washington
IT
government began to make the
State
University
at
Pullman
today through Monday and the RaciL»n
shift to a working organization
aSeba"
team takes on Eastern Washington again at 10 a m
trom a mere social organization
the idea of issuing free passes SUNDAY, MAY 5
was born.
A Senior Recital by Debbie Cole and Deniese Shrack will he
At that time senators were
presented in the Music Hall Auditorium at 3:30 pm Featured in
required to attend all Senate and struments
are violin and cello.
eatured inSenate committee meetings. If
The
Rodeo
at
Washington
State
continues
today
and
tomorrow.
the senator was a dorm
representative he was required to MONDAY, MAY 6
attend dorm meetings, depart
ment senators, department win ShLUdent Re,Ciial.by Rolly Buss'Steve conlee, and Dr. Ronald Wynn
be presented ,n the College Center at 8 p.m The featured h.
meetings and off campus will
struments are Flute and Guitar.
teatured msenators, city council meetings.
The Rodeo at Washington State includes and conlcudes today.
It was soon realized, however,
that all work and no incentives TUESDAY, MAY 7
would not promote student
m Jadac ? Science-Math Seminar, to be held in NS 103 at noon is eninvolvement in government.
p
L- c Theory, or Cantor's Paradise Lost" featuring Dr Anne
From May to November the
idea of activity passes was
discussed before it became
finalized as a policy. Students
who feel that such a policy is
"unfair" should be alerted to
these facts. Senate duties take a
minimum of 5-8 hours of a
senator's week, some spend 20
hours a week at their jobs.
In the month of April the total
that senators could have gained
by utilizing the passes would
have been $6.25 (including the $3
Anne Murray concert). In May
the most a senator could save by
utilizing the passes would be $3.
Activity passes are not the rip-off
that some envious souls imagine
them to be. Unless of course 3.5 to
13.5 cents per hour seems like a
rip-off to you.

available

S

m3y

be

Auditorium attp.m™11

broUght' coffee

PreSe"ted

l°day

and

at

donuts
the

will be

Music

Ha»

Workrooim' B°ard meeUng Wi" bC he'd t0night at 7 p m'in ^e ASOCE
WEDNESDAY, MAY 8
oAh, fpringTerm Pla^' "Tartuffe' begins tonight at 8:15 p.m. in the

th

i

f Theatre. Director, Richard Davis promises this to be one of

Lb®.taP P.lays
the year as it continues through Saturday S
Se
f f ,at "" C<""«e Center °"^ »"d «Ube dK:
I h e D u c k s M ? - ! V ^ T g°ff 1 0 f " 6 ™ " , h i s afternoon to n i a
tneuucks at 3.30 p.m. I don t need to tell you what Wolves feed on
Workroom^03

tHiS

eVe"ing

3t

®

Pm

in

the

AS0CE

THURSDAY, MAY 9
p--Tartuffe" plays again tonight at the OCE Little Theatre at 8:15
ASOCF M^°men SiL°',eCtive meeti"g today in the Wallowa Room
ASOCE Meeting are the same as for Thursday of last week
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On campus .

Fee hike: good points on both sides
By NANCY BARTOSZ
and KENN LEHTO
Photos by VAL CAMP
After beginning in the College
Center, the three of us decided
that it was much too nice to stay
inside and went outdoors in
search of students and sun. This
week's controversial question
was about the proposed four
dollar incidental fee hike. This
means that instead of paying $24
for the athletics, student
government ,clubs and College
Center activites that are covered
by the fee, we'll be paying $28.
Not too much of an increase to
cover cost-of -living raises, but
let's see what some other
students' opinions are.

Cindy Walker (freshman) - "I
think a four dollar raise is fine if
they need it. I feel that sports and
entertainment are relevant parts
of college life and should be
supported."

Chicano week
Chicano culture week started
quietly this week with a historical
art display in the College Center.
Wednesday two Mexican movies,
in Spanish, were shown in the
College Center Coffee Shop.
Thursday, today, starting at 12
noon several representatives of
different Chicano organizations
will be speaking on the many
aspects
of
the
Chicano
movement; at 2 p.m. a Farm
workers slide show will be
presented in the Coffee Shop
Tomorrow, Friday, a panel
mscussion starting at 9 a.m. will
discuss the possibility of a future
bi-lmgual program at OCE.
The week will start winding UD
Saturday at 3:30 when, Nosotros
the Chicano student organization,
will host a Mexican dinner at
Talmadge Junior High school in
Independence. Price for the
dinner will be $1 per plate. At 8:30
p.m. "La Ganga" will present a
dance in the old gym; tickets will
be available at the door

Imports & Gifts
Mexican Imports
Oil Paintings-Statues
Tapestries

581-6556
375 Liberty NE Salem
10:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m. Daily
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Apathy in elections
by CHRIS MILES

Awasio Eram (sophomore) - "I
don't think I like it because I
don't have that much money to
spend. I can't afford it and
there's a lot of students like me
who can't afford it."
Koleen Forbes (senior) - "I'm
not too informed on it but I really
don't see that there's too much to
do about it. I know there are
things I should do about it but I
don't know that I'll do them. It's a
terrible thing to say but I'm kind
of apathetic."
Scott Nagel (sophomore) - "I
think that I'd look into letting
each person put their money into
whichever program they want drama or sports or music or
whatever. They should decide
where it goes. We still have the

Judy Smith (senior) - "I'm a
last term senior and it won't
really affect me but I think it's a
fair thing to do if they need the
money."

cheapest tuition in the state, so
that's a thing to consider too."

Cindy Bynum (freshman) "I'm against it, because I think
we pay too much already. I feel
that college costs enough
anyway. And I think our money is
being used for things that aren't
that important."

Stan Feyrer (sophomore) "There's good points for both
sides and someone's just going to
have to make an arbitrary
decision. You're going to lose
students by raising the fee and
you're going to lose students by
cutting back programs if you
don't raise the fee. I really don't
know what to do. I filled out one of
those forms at the meeting last
week and said that I didn't want
the fee to be raised. But that was
just an arbitrary decision that I
made at that time."

Francisco Garcia - "I'm all for
y°U Ca" qU°te me on
that

COAST TO COAST

Once again it was apathy in
action as only 187 ballots were
cast in the Senate elections held
in the College Center last
Thursday aand Friday. Even less
encouraging was that the election
produced only 21 Senators to fill
30 vacant seats.
Each academic department is
represented by two Senators,
while off-campus students and
dorm residents are collectively
allowed six Senate members
each.
Senators for the 1974-75 year
will be the following: Art:
William Bayne, Anna Reid.
Education: Betty King, Dave
Lord. Math: Carole Baumach,
Curtis Climer. Science: John
Nicholas
(one
vacancy).
Humanities: Glenn (Mickey)
Brown, Becky Greene Music:
Lane Shetterly (one vacancy).
Off-Campus: William Fletcher,
Cynthia Griffin, Candice Harley,
Digby Morrow, Sue Millhouser
(one
vacancy).
Physical

Education: Cindy Quackenbush,
Sue Riggs. Psychology: Steve
Lamb (one vacancy). Social
Science: Richard L. Blanche,
Diana Williams, Dormitories:
Sue
Goodenburger
(five
vacancies).
Elected in February, Ruth
Odegaard will assume office as
Senate Chairperson May 7.
After three successive ab
sences the Senate member is no
longer considered in good
standing and the position is then
opened to anyone wishing to
petition for the office.
Unfortunately, empty seats are
not an unfamiliar sight to the
Senate Chairperson. Currently
there are only 11 Senators in
office. Winter term concluded
with 15 seats filled, while at the
end of fall term 21 people held
office.
^ ou have another chance to
hold a seat on next year's student
Senate. If you are interested you
may obtain and file a petition at
the ASOCE office in the Student
Center. Get involved!

Think of Graduation
Think of Acoutron®
by Bulova

- ,et os

Phone: 838-0562

183 E. Main St.

SHACK
Fashions for the young...
and the young at heart.

SWEATERS

This extraordinarily precise watch
employs an electronically powered tuning fork
that splits each second into 360 equal parts
So precise, that we guarantee its accuracy to within
60 seconds a month; See a complete selection.

G^V

StojiMm

VEST
B.

SUEDE JACKETS
ALL COLORS

DATE AND DAY

"P" ^Handsome

case. ringed
Roman dial

ln I0K ye)|ow go|d

encased in 14K

ACCUTR0N "249" Gilt and black target dial. Gilt-edged
corfam strap.

ZlZ

TZ**Pred~

" " —y. Guoron-

•P0RTC0ATS & SLACK!
^79 High St. N.E .I
10 00 om-5t30 PHI Doily

State and Liberty Streets
Salem

364-2224
lamron 2

Alumni remember 'the good old day,
tificate at the a„„

*

certified.
become
As the program of the dav
underway, a slide show, entitfed ggSS ai'„„nr7'sch
The Great Little College was

He had this advice to give- "if

d
by Mr E is **5
,DeanE
. a n E mm
e r i tiu s . H "
e tracpH
rev°ew°W^f ,!,he. hlslo"c»l
' one old timer a '^1
Sepr^entb^ev? fr°m 1855 to SS-te.
did hi. practice
cle|ly iwedhlS^Vie0Wf
retused to join the others at the
and facultv^reaSmg enrollment> FnnH°«n
nquet' served in the
fn 1974 Y rC "0t Uniclue to OCE
°°d Service Building.

r.«iil„1945 the President of the
S ethp v a ',nsisted on eating
college was forced to make with
Wltn " the
kids as he oallpH
S1Vnefcu.t-backs in faculty as a students presently enrolled at
Camnhpi decreased enrollment.
Campbell, an early college
president preyed across the
tate, raising money for the
college. Later in 1909 as the state
was given control of the college,
the legislature failed to
appropmte any monies f<jr ^

~.A'7Z
by Melisa McFie
With white hair gleaming in the
sun, members of the graduating
class of 1924 walking arm-in-arm,
sometimes four abreast, gingerly
stepped across Monmouth
Avenue to the Education
building.
Earlier in the morning
registration had taken place in
the Oregon Room of the College
Center, where coffee and tea
were served to the alumni as they
registered. The Music Listening
Room was transformed into
"Memory Lane" for the retur
ning graduates. School banners
class photographs and historical
plaques covered the walls.
The program for the day of
ficially began in a crowded Ed

•«

ConsequentlyTrom laoo'mT'ah

7iteMdinsoihPelS,b0re gold
wh
white
disc-shaped name plates
identifying their wearer as
members of the class £

Present at the reunion, Saturday

April 27th. Mr. Edwards, the only
graduating class, lives
in West Salem. Until recently he

Sad

Class '49

SIZES 6 to 14

OPEN DAILY
10:30A.M. TO 6:00P.M. £f
May 2, 1974

250 COURT
Salem

Dunng the banquet, which this
thirty-oner 'boycotted' Maurine

hCfirSt tFee

°f

the

Workshop on

He related a bit of what he

mvHfe •> Rhe happiest years of
my life. Rooming with one other
guy, the combined rent was $16 a
month, with the wood for the cook
stove thrown in free. He did the
washing on a scrub board and
washed the dishes; his roommate
ironed and did the cooking.

STEVE'S FIVE & DIME TERM PAPERS

COTTON
PANTS

Ut h al ways had a smile. I feel
(r. t h ,
the sa j! n°W a/e P°tentially
friendly a„S

Lillian Williams

Other alumni wore red name
plates signifying the 25 years that
has elapsed
since
their
graduation in 1949. Lillian
Williams, a member of this class
ot 49, graduated with her cer-

Really
Do
Something
For

.^'m Monmouth has
changed drastically, yet in im
portant ways it has not. "I wasn't
a*1 vounaUS i° a'6" minutes before
young student asked if <;hp
could help m. „nd w7„'[ %
going. I remember that Mon-

newclovl

name...Edwards

ICE CREAM
COLORS

W you

^f,E°r

The activities of the afternoon
culminated with a tree planting
ceremony, where Dr. Leonard

the ,3nd at the
10 Monm<>Uth,

1123 Broadway Suite 203
N.Y., N.Y. 10010
(212)675-4849
Term papers & thesis from 90c page
Mon-Sat. —10:30-4:00
„
Campus Jobs Available

S.,i«-s7
zar',r"°",i"
and don't cared»

0f 24 sn VU gier' from the class
ana nP ® on the topic of, "Then
and Now. Outside the Food
Lunnh 6 ™ng after the Alumni
Luncheon Mrs. Hugh Trundle
class of 1917 related how the last
44 years of her life have beS
dedicated to work in Journalism
Even now she is employed as a
correspondent on the Eugene
8
Register Guard.

were"closed' Schools in the state
during that closed period, Mr.
Butler, known as "Daddy"
• U!!rer'Stayed w'th the institution
in Monmouth and took care of it

af Or^ C°Nege W3S then knoWn
Oregon Normal School One
such graduate, Neil Edwards was

endedofnth?rmeHd
Whirh h
u

shouldgotoSckoUegTl'dWhere 'hey

For 50c an hour the students
worked for the school. One school
job was sifting the cinders from
the furnace and making the
Class '24
cinder pathways through the
without pay., Butler, the modern
residence hall, on campus, bears Grove. On the side, he swept the
gym, (now Maple Hall). One time
his name.
football manager, baseball

Neil Edwards

Register your bike
by MARGUERITE BRODIE

If your bike gets stolen and you
know the serial number, you may
have a chance of getting it back.
The serial number is the only real
way to identify a bicycle since so
many look the same according to
Vernon Wells at the Monmouth
police station
When a bike is found its serial
number can be put into a national
computer and the owner can be
notified if he has reported it. If
your bike is stolen you should tell
the police when and where and
give them a description and the
serial number.
When a bike is found, the police
keep it for at least six months
before getting rid of it. Since six
bikes were auctioned last week
because they were unable to
identify them and so find the
owners, it is obvious that
reporting a stolen bike can be
beneficial.
Vernon also mentioned that you
can register your bicycle at the
police station where they will
take down your serial number
and stamp it with another
number
they
use
for
identification. This way, if you
forget your serial number,
someone will always have it.

It was also suggested that you
should report any stolen bikes to
the College Center Office Lost
and Found. Although no bicycle
has ever been returned to them,
it s a good idea to check.

WS fees
clarified

o

peace Saturday
*
A Peace Workshop has been
scheduled for this Saturday af
ternoon at 2:00 at the United
Campus Christian Foundation
Die workshop is sponsored by the
Regional Peace Committee of the
American Friends Service
Committee and the United
Campus Christian Foundation at
OCE.
At 2:00 p.m. a tree will be
planted at the Campus Christian
in memory of the Kent and
Jackson State killings.
Then the group will go to the
Willamette Room of the College
Center to view the film, "Back
Seat Generals", which is about
the continuing war in Cambodia.
Following the film the group
will divide into three workshops:
Indo-China today, stop the B-l
Bomber, and movement for a
new society.
The
Campus
Christian
Foundation is located at 503
North Monmouth Avenue, one
block north of the College Center
and across the street. The public
is invited to attend.

EUROPE
From $279

Reservations must
be made 65 days
in advance of departure

Questions have been asked
concerning the charges to
students who attend 4'special
workshops" and "regular
workshops" this summer.

Contact
Tom Driscoll
3003 Grant Ave., Corvallis
Phone 752-0027

All workshops listed as
"regular workshops" in the
Summer Bulletin can be taken
under the same tuition-and-fee
schedule as any other course.
This means that students
carrying a full load can take a I
I
regular workshop for no |Independence, furnished 1|
additional money.
• bedroom redecorated apart-|

i

APTS.

• ments, extra clean, extra nice.

i

Fees for "special workshops" • Near town with carpet andl
are charged separately from the |parking stall, electricity,|
regular tuition-and-fee schedule. -watr, garbage paid. Must be«
Thus the student pays the •seen to be appreciated. $95.
published fee for the workshop |May call collect, 363-1079.
even in otherwise carrying a full
load in summer session.
I
j
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Entertainment editor:
catsup coded signs

Entertainment Guide

Hello, there! Enjoying the spring? I think it's
fine. . .while it lasts. Advance publicity has been good
for Tartuffe, so see it next Wednesday through Satur
day. Also see story at left. Below, Val probes into the
question: would you buy a used Veep from this man? At
right more of Jeremy's mail that came my way. Also, a
Pentacle play is reviewed. You can do your part to
preserve Have Pot Will Travel; if you don't cook find a
friend who does and get a recipe, pass it my way.
Jeremy claims to have taped conversations with
everyone he has known in the last five decades. Instead
of turning these in or donating them for a possible tax
deduction, he's translating the important parts into
morse code and spattering it all over any billboards that
he can find in the area, using catsup, tabasco and steak
sauce. He must have some pretty spicy conversations to
share, albeit edited (of course). Til your sun sets and
rises again, have a nice day.
- Dan Tompkins

A black & white spring play;
Tartuffe opens Wednesday
by CECILIA STILES
The set is a vital constituent of
any dramatic production. An
audience usually takes little
notice of it if it is appropriate to
the atmosphere and tone of a
play. Yet it would be certain to
notice if
the set
were
inappropriately styled.
Members of the behind the
scenes crew of OCE's spring play
Tartuffe have been formulating
and finalizing the set while the
actors continue rehearsal.
Utilizing the design of Dr. Allen
J. Adams, a not only appropriate,
but strikingly unique set will act
as a backdrop to the characters.
The set is divided into two
halves. One half is black, and the
other half is white. "This is an
attempt to represent the ex
tremes of the play," according to
Mr. Richard Davis, director. "It
not only represents the extremes
of good and bad, but of anything,
such as the likeable and nonlikeable things in life." he added.
The contrasting black and
white set is somewhat of a visual
image of the moral philosophy of
Moliere's comedy. Through the
actions and speech of his main

Pentacle
presents

I DO!
I DO!
Pentacle Theatre has again
cast another hilarous comedy
production dates: May 10--25,
1974, the well-known musical "I
DO, I DO" by Jones and Schmidt.
The same authors wrote "The
Fantasticks", "Celebration",
and "110 in the Shade". "I DO, I
DO" is based upon the play "The
Fourposter" by Jan DeHartog.
Originally produced on Broad
way in 1966, "I DO, I DO" starred
Mary Martin and Robert
Preston.
Headlining Pentacles's cast is
Nancy Cooney and Steve Oakey.
Ms Cooney will be remembered
lor her most recent role in "The
Price" and for her portrayals in
"Cabaret",
-Lady
from
Maxim s ', "Design for Living"
"I Never Sang for My Father"!
and in "I Remember Mama"'
Performing She (Agnes) in "I
DO I DO", the lovely Ms. Cooney
will combine her acclaimed vocal
talents with her accomplished
acting.
Steve Oakey will debut at
Pentacle in this production as He
A
\ir-i\chael)senior
at
Willamette University, Steve has
performed in Willamette's
productions of "Celebration"
"Man of LaMancha", and most
recently, the opera "Die
Fledermaus".
Directing "I DO, I DO" is Tom
Ulmer, a familiar face at Pen
tacle Theatre, having appeared
in numerous roles in the past ten
years. Mr. Ulmer has previously
directed children's theatre in
Salem; also he has directed
productions of "Butterflies Are
Free" and "You're a Good Man,
Charlie Brown" for the Tualatin
Valley Players in Aloha.
This is Pentacle Theatre's 20th
Anniversary Season!
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Edsel schmedsel
"Tartuffe" opens Wednesday in OCE's Little Theatre. Cast
members pictured here are Jim Gilsdorf, Robert Wiard, Ed
Classen (Orgon), Mark Wood, Dennis Engblom (Tartuffe), Kathy
Jernstedt and Ken Hermens. Curtain is at 8:15 p.m. and tickets are
available in the College Center Office. (Photo by Tim Johnson)
characters, Moliere shows the
extremes of life symbolized by
the set.
For example, Orgon (played by
Ed Classen) moves from one
extreme to another during the
course of the play. In the
beginning he is totally impressed
by the religious piety of Tartuffe
(Dennis Englom). Then, after
Tartuffe is exposed, Orgon
moves to the other extreme,
totally against Tartuffe.
Most of the characters in the
play stay in one extreme of
character, and thus of the stage
during the play. Their extremes
will be further emphasized to the

audience by the use of black
costumes for those on the black
half, and white costumes for
those on the white half.
The few moderate characters
in the play, such as Elmire,
Orgon'swife, (Jan Matthews), do
not go either extreme, but can be
objective in their perceptions.
They hover, around the dividing
line of the set, according to Mr.
Davis, and wear gray costumes.
Students will have their first
opportunity to see how the actors
use the set to add to the play
opening night, Wednesday. The
play will run through 11 May,
with curtain at 8:15 each night.

Jolly time for all in
Lester's 'Musketeers'
THE THREE MUSKETEERS
Richard Lester
20th Century Fox
by DAN TOMPKINS
Entertainment Editor
The future isn't funny (unless
you're looking through the eyes of
Woody Allen) and there isn't
much to laugh about in our time,
so where do you go (through the
cinamatic eye) for a good time?
The past, of course.
Richard Lester, probably best
known for his direction of A Hard
Day's Night and Help!, takes us
back to 17th century Europe
(France & England) in a wonder
ful translation of Dumas' adven
ture story. The musketeers
(Athos, Aramis and Porthos) are
played by Oliver Reed, Richard
Chamberlain and Frank Finlay.
Michael York, cast as D'Artagnan, is an aspiring
asj
Musketeer*
These men have
ive sworn allegiance
to Louis XIII
II and against his
advisor', Cardinal Richelieu
(Charleton Heston). Christopher
Lee, as Rochefort, does much of
Richelieu's dirty work. This
includes trying to prove the in
fidelity of the Queen (Geraldine
Chapm).
One might think the cast would
be rounded out with Fave
Dunaway as Milady de Winter
and Raquel Welch as Constance,
the Queen s confidante; but
Lester adds extras for color and
effect where and whenever
necessary. Remember the
chubby, bungling 'scientist' from
Help? He appears here as
Artagnan s servant and here
quite often, his bungling will
occur conveniently so as to aid
his master and his friends.

Another 'unknown' is the fellow
who plays the innkeeper who is
married to Constance. Richelieu
has him dragged off to the
Bastille, then treats him like a
friend so he'll spy on his wife. He
returns home, boasting of his
friendship with the Cardinal and
describing the "horrible kinds of
torture...they snip off important
parts of your body."
Dialogue isn't big in this film;
one of the better scenes is all
action as the fabulous four steal
their way through a sleepy pub,
creating their own disturbance,
and later, their own banquet. In
another instance, Constance and
Milady fight over "the Queen's
diamonds," which is also the
film's subtitle. Their weapons
include a crucifix, a diamond
comb and a candlestick.
Now that the Musketeers are
Four, «">
they •»—
promise <°
to «-»
return
iI
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i

by VALLI CAMP

In a provincial district in Nixonia lived an obscure
man named Edsel. Edsel managed a mundane business.
Every day he walked around his business supervising
the processing and packaging of the mundanes. One day
he received an order for two hundred mundanes to be
delivered to King Blot for the king's annual "Celebra
tion of the Mundane" festival.
Because of Edsel's prompt and precise action to fill
the king's order in record time, King Blot promoted
Edsel to the title of Prince of the Mundane. This meant
that Edsel would rule over all mundane business and
events. Prince Edsel was overjoyed at receiving the
promotion because now he could live in the huge white
palace with the King and from there officiate his
mundane policies.
A short time after Edsel had lived in the palace, he
noticed a separation growing between himself and the
King. The King no longer wanted any part of the
mundane business, and concentrated on forming an
appeasement industry of his own. When the
appeasement business failed, Edsel took over the
kingship and established a true democracy in the land.
His first step was to appoint himself as life-time
president. But the new democracy was doomed to
failure! Although it had been said of him that there was
only one Blot in his career, Edsel was recalled.
WEEK'S TOP TEN ALBUMS

Chicago VII
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Goodbye Yellow Brick Road

Elton John

later with a sequel (subtitled The
Revenge of Milady). If you've
seen The Three Musketeers
you re probably waiting for the
continued adventures. Here's
hoping Lester and crew is just as %
5>
^caifuf
^ j
successful with part two.
———————— — —
|
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m
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I
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Don't Forget
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364-0792
S May 5.
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ACTION THEATRE
16 mm Feature

•Books

Buy Her

i

| May 12th
I
I

• Magazines

• Novelties

Adults Only
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bit m°re Cosm"

correspondence

Intergalactic birth control?
28 April 1974 AD, ET
30 April 1974 AD, E T

pear

Jeremy,
It was so good to see you v e s t e r p v « r u
realized how fond I have grown of you in the n°!
[Lks. Perhaps I will sptnd more L™ the past
fyofP'anet

Dear Ge Gamma,
should get
together monToften Although tiw
we had made my head sW tha'Vulcan Vodka
Phew! Now I am onceaeaPin in e a,day and a half,
y facul"
ties. But that doesn't mean I H P
again. Your place or mine"
" ' Want t0 do *
Your obsession with having children
wonder if there is an in.c ,ren makes me

1 W0Uld definitely like t0

see more
° The obsession which you researched is but one of
the continuing obsessions of the Earthlings Uke
beir obsession with violence, this £ is a
00 1S a
protracted obsession.
That reminds me that my alter ego on Earth IV
(a parallel dimension to yours) is expecting
triplets next month^ This will make £een
children for Mr. and Mrs. John Quincy Queen
Their latest three who shall be born onthe thir
teenth of May will be their last children. There win
be two boys and a girl (P ve been cheating a bit1) I
-nthpr
ike children,
as 1long
nno as
qc MoIherPyra wil'
rather like
children, as
care for them. I have sixteen children, including
three sets of twins. My oldest child will be five on
the' first of May.
got ,ui
into
children a
r. just °
« having
navniy cnuaren
vasn t Inn
l n n r t K.-.
T„
n
. . .that
.
few years ago. It wasn't
too long
before
that
I_
dt
was getting married.
Well, so much for my hobbies. May your life be
bright until I see you again.
"
Butterflies and daisies,
Ge Gamma

ra.es geuiLf.J S h a i ^

ntrace

tives

bu

Heather and tequila,
Jeremy

TELEVISION
T h u r s d a y : 9 p . m . o n Ch. 2. " K u n g F u " ; 10
"The

Francisco/'

bl'">

sSpSSSS

ART

Entries accepted 2-3 May in Campbell Hall
for Student Art Show. Exhibit is 12 May-7

,hc

0f,en,conimon w'"> women
recently a woman in P o r n i p
P
*
to her
second set of triplets and she h
be pills. M,,Ktai|a"tdarreha<,"lstaM

Calendar of events
p of 0 undergraduate printmakers will
have an exhibit in the OCE College Center, 430 May-

arMS Wilh

S*ree,s

AAin^on # Dolfar°Man/' ° " "

°<
"The

Sa"
S"

v?

.... - . s p „ y

- ".e

Potentiality of evil acts
explored in 'Child's Play'

bv KEN HERMENS
HFRIX/IITMC
,
*
by
Perhaps demanding the most/
With the recent commercial versatility is the part of Paul
[heWJoySserVedaSniimeCoach
success of such crowd pleasers as Reese, played by Ronald Fox He
8 loin" " m °
' - "Goldfinger."
rhe Exorcist and television's carries off both the comic and
Director Louise Larson can
I® ' "
f - " v e To E y e " a n a " U p
s t a i r s Downstairs."
Satan s School For Girls" dramatic aspects of the role with
certainly be proud of her
Donit f o r g e t T o m S n y d e r a f t e r NBC's
Paintings by R a y P a r k e r a r e a t t h e P o r t
Pentacle's production of Child's equal ability. Dan Wilson, who achievement. The blending of the
T o n i g h t s h o w M o n d a y through T h u r s d a y a t 1
land C e n t e r f o r t h e Visual A r t s , 117 NW 5 t h ,
a . m . with T o m o r r o w .
Portland.
Play could have been accused plays the headmaster, was also set design, with St. Francis
FILMS
of capitalizing on a popular trend excellent: Michael Ryan, as benignly watching with a bird
MUSIC
"Cabaret," starring Liza Minelli and Joel
ot fascination with inexplicable r ather Griffin, was convincing in perched on his shoulder, the
, will be in the College Center Coffee
Music Hall Auditorium concerts this week
evil. However, Louise Larson achieving the attitude expected lighting cues, often catching him
Shop Friday night at 6:30 & 9; cost is 75c
are: The Old Maid and the Thief, Friday &
"Black Beauty" will be shown Saturday
ShrarL^V *V 8 P'm"' Debfa C°,e ^n\se combined her own considerable oi a priest. Providing some alone in a pool of light, and the
afternoon at 2 for 50c.
n m
m N «
"°'
V 5 M a y a t 3:30
directing ability with some fine much-needed comic relief was music, which punctuated almost
F „; ? V
. S t e v e Conlee Ron Wynn
"Jesus Christ Superstar" is a t t h e Motor
Flute Guitars, Monday 6 May at 8 p.m ,
acting to produce a show highly David Colton, who was delightful
every scene, was artfully coorVu Drive In in Dallas.
Dobie Long Dwight Klemin voice c o n c e r t
dinated.
superior to such petty ac as Father Penny.
choir, Tuesday 7 May at 8 p.m.
cusations.
"The Conversation" is a t C i n e m a 21, NW
And finally, credit must be
2 1 s t & Hoyt, P o r t l a n d .
y deals with a Roman
T h e G u e s s Who a n d L i g h t h o u s e ( C a n a d i a n
The
pia
extended
to Robert Marasco the
Rock n Roil) will b e a t P o r t l a n d ' s M e m o r i a l
Lathohc boys school plagued with
author of Child's Flay ' He
Coliseum S u n d a y 12 M a y a t 8 p . m .
"Son of The Blob" is a t t h e 5th A v e
And,
of
course,
there
were
the
Cinema, SW 5th a t Hall, P o r t l a n d .
an outburst of disciplinary boys. Their concentration was demonstrates that we need not
C o m i n g P o r t l a n d Civic Auditorium e v e n t s
problems. Some mysterious force crucial for the plays success, look to external forces to explain
"Day For Night" is a t T h e M o v i e H o u s e
include: The Pointer Sisters, Friday 3 May
1220 SW Taylor, P o r t l a n d .
a t 8:30 p . m . ; M a r c e l M a r c e a u , S u n d a y 12
has been causing the boys to and, at least the night I was the evil around us, but rather we
M a y a t 8 p . m . , Gordon Lightfoot, T u e s d a y 14
misbehave. Students are at viewing, it was flawless. Some should recognize that the
"American Graffiti" is in its 2nd week a t
M a y a t 7 & 10 p . m . , West Side Story,
T h u r s d a y 16 M a y a t 8 p . m .
the State Theatre, 219 SW 3rd, Corvallis.
tacked, but won't defend credit must be given here to Andy potential for evil acts lies dor
mant in all of us.
themselves.
Blame is placed on
RADIO
"Blazing Saddles" is a t t h e V a r s i t y 115 SW
2nd in Corvallis.
the school's strict and taciturn
AM g o o d i e s : Beatles A-Z on KGW 62 a l l
teacher, Jerome Malley, whose
day Saturday 4 May. The Kelly Smith Show,
"Where The Lilies Bloom" is a t t h e
"methods" with the boys are
6 11:30 p . m . , S u n d a y s .
Whiteside, 361 SW M a d i s o n , Corvallis.
National L a m p o o n R a d i o Hour is on KQl V
thought to be inferior to the faF M 107 S a t u r d a y a t 8 p . m . a n d KORI F M 105
"The Great Gatsby" e n d s S u n d a y a t t h e
£erly ways of colleague Joseph
S
u
n d a y a t 10 p . m .
Lancaster Mall T h e a t r e in S a l e m .
Also t r y :
Dobbs. There is an unseen but felt
KGON F M s t e r e o 92.3 ( P o r t l a n d )
"Serpico" is a t t h e Capitol in S a l e m .
competition between the two that
KZBL F M s t e r e o 96 ( E u g e n e )
KINK F M s t e r e o 102 ( P o r t l a n d )
becomes increasingly apparent
"The Sting," p i c t u r e of t h e y e a r , is in its
13th week at t h e E l s i n o r e in S a l e m
during the course of the play.
„ '(*nue ap',n the ^cipe reserve falls to a couple that next week
OTHER
THEATRE
could be the last. But you won't let that happen, will you'' Four
Dick Bond, a familiar face on
T h u r s d a y 2 M a y is t h e b i r t h d a t e of Bing
KVDO television, was excellent
t foTk^T" ^ ^ y°U're looki"g
so how about i
"Tartuffe" is at OCE's Little Theatre 8-11
(*190^3)^ (1904) a n d D r . B e n j a m i n Spock
it, 'oiks. As usual, cards, letters and hints of delicacies can be 1
as the patriarchal Dobbs. His
May at 8.15 p.m. Tickets now on sale at
College Center Office.
dropped
off
at
the
College
Center
Office
or
SPO
560 Dan '
benign attitude at the outset of
F r i d a y 3 M a y is t h e b i r t h d a t e of P e t e
Tompkins, Entertainment Editor)
«
the play fades slowly, revealing
S e e g e r (1920), Golda M e i r (1898) a n d Niccolo
i
Coming to the
M a c h i a v e l l i (1469).
him to be the true source of
Variations on a Theme:
<
trouble at St. Charles. The hate
S a t u r d a y 4 M a y is t h e b i r t h d a t e of A u d r e y
Beef, Tomatoes and Pasta
!
H e p b u r n , a n d t h e o p e n i n g of E x p o '74 in
he feels for Malley and his greed
Spokane.
by MARY PAGE
<
to control the school inspires him
Olivia Hussey
S u n d a y 5 M a y is t h e b i r t h d a t e of J a m e s
turn
the
students
against
his
to
&
B e a r d (1903) a n d S o r e n K i e r k e g a a r d (1813).
fellow teacher. It is this hate,
Theme Sauce:
Leonard Whiting
total and uncontrollable, that
M o n d a y 6 M a y is t h e b i r t h d a t e of Karl
l2 pound hamburger or patty mix
M a r x (1818).
causes his own eventual collapse.
Salt, pepper
Outstanding in his role as
W e d n e s d a y 8 M a y is t h e b i r t h d a t e of H a r r y
'L> medium onion, chopped
S. T r u m a n (1884).
Kri., Sat., Sun.,
Jerome Malley was Lloyd
1
large can tomatoes (1 pound)
Hanson, professor of humanities
May 10. II. 12
FOR WHAT IT'S WORTH
Brown
hamburger
tu taste
pr andi. season
^MOUU, to
TAAIC. Add
NUU onion; cook
COOK unti
until
at OCE. Mr. Hanson is relatively
Ironcnoxonl T
A aa i
.
508Mill St.
Dallas
transparent. Add tomatoes and simmer while preparing pasta
Most p e o p l e like t o b e kissed on t h e n e c k .
low-key in the opening sequences
but is particularly effective in the
Ph. 623-3346
T h e R o m a n s s t a r t e d t h e c u s t o m of t h e
Beefroni:
woman taking her husband's last name.
scenes where he pleads for mercy
Pour
Theme Sauce over 3 cups (12 ounces) elbow macaroni
with Dobbs in the chapel and
(alter cooking macaroni according to package directions).
immediately prior to Malley's
suicide toward the end of the
Beefoodle:
play. He was superbly aware of
Pour Theme Sauce over 5 cups (10 ounces) noodles (cooked
the potential emotional impact of
according to package directions).
his role and gave a totally ab
sorbing performance.
Spaghetti:
Add 1 teaspoon oregano to Theme Sauce and simmer 1 hour.
Cook 1 pound spaghetti toss with the sauce and top with grated
G i r l s of t h e A m b o t r i b e of SW Africa, t o
parmesan cheese.
p r o v e t h e y a r e r e a d y for m a r r i a g e , m u s t
june.

judy Nylin, t a p e s t r y ; a n d M i k e W a l s h ,
fiber sculpture; a r e o n e x h i b i t a t Con
temporary Crafts G a l l e r y t h r o u g h 15 M a y
G a l l e r y . is at 3934 SW C o r b e t t , P o r t l a n d .

Sr

S a t u r d a y : 8 9 p . m . o n Ch. 6, "All In T h e
F a m . l y " a n d " M A S H " , t , ; 3 0 on Ch 2
Sinister Cinema."
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Have pot will travel

RIO-THEATRE

ROMEO & JULIET

d a n c e continuously for four d a y s a n d nights.
C h u r c h e s in R o m a n i a used to c h a r g e t h e i r
c o n g r e g a t i o n r e n t a l for r e l a t i v e s who h a d
died and gone to heaven.

M*V

2, 1974

T h e e n t i r e life of a housefly is s p e n t within
s e v e r a l h u n d r e d feet of w h e r e h e is born.

All above recipes serve4 easily. If you don't have four to feed
he recipes are easy to cut down, but why bother? The sauce
keeps quite well in the refrigerator or freezer and the reheated !
leftovers make a good quick meal.
<
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Clipnsove

Clip'nsove

Honeywell 28

SUPER SPECIAL

STROBE

Fujichrome

Fits all 35mm cameras.
1 year warranty.

Reg. $19.95
ASH V At I l(

1

135-36

*13"

$]29
1 o*
<"W
XSH V A L U E 1 / 2() Of- 1C

COUPON EXPIRES 5/4/74

mmm

coupon mmm

ji

%

mw/m

FIRST 20 ROLLS ONLY
COUPON EXPIRES 5/4/74

PWONjpm

Here and now:

RICOH

Everything about it says "high priced,"
except the price.

SsP Amazing how many features we've packed
into this little black-and-chrome box. Throughlens CdS metering, shutter speeds to a
thousandth of a second, Copal metal focal
plane shutter, quick, sure focussing and a lot
more. If you're looking to move into 35mm
SLR photography, you're looking at one great
camera, at one great price.

Ricoh Singlex. Here and now
with 50mm lens

NOW

00
$129

Horry, offer ends Saturday
lip'n save

5x7 COLOR
ENLARGEMENTS
i\

L

Iff
H

FROM NEGATIVES

SI
>>'-! '\\ OR SLIDES
i \ .^J
Kg
i
49*

Hi
fm

POPULAR FILM SIZES ONLY

i S s f l C A S H VAL life 1/7(1 OP 1 C

I

COUPON EXPIRES 5/4/74

Ifli/ Valuable COUPON
Coupons Good at A l l

Pipfo F&cfeiy^

¥<»

BANKAMERICARO

CHECK OUR PRICES AND SERVICE ON IN-HOUSE
LAYAWAYS WELCOME

TIGARD
13050 S.W.
Pacific Hwy.
Next to Fryer Tuck

639-6070
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CAMERA REPAIR SERVICES

AJ- l STORES OPEN

MONDAY-SATURDAY

GRESHAM

MONMOUTH

NEWBERG

Hood C e n t e r

207 West
Main

514 East
First St.

Burnside at
Division
Next to Pay Less

Across from
the Cornerstore

666-7082

838-3996

Next to
J.C. Penney's

538-9453

Buildings
named as
historical
Four of the original buildings
on the campus of Oregon College
of Education and one later
structure
are slated for
preservation or restoration,
according
to
the recom
mendations of a committee of the
State Board of Higher Education
which named them as historical
buildings of the state.
Campbell
Hall,
original
building of the OCE campus,
Jessica Todd Hall, the Senior
Cottage and Maple Hall are the
buildings named. The four are
architecturally significant, the
committee feels, and are situated
around an inner quadrangle near
the center of the present - day
campus.
Campbell Hall's first unit was
built in 1871, when the name of
the institution was Christian
College. Two wings in the same
''Gothic Revival" style or ar
chitecture, were added in 1889
and 1898.
While the south wing (1889) was
severely damaged and the tower
demolished in the Columbus Day
storm of October 12, 1962, the
remaining two wings form an
excellent example of the style
with gothic arched windows and
external buttresses.
It is named for an early
president of the college.
Jessica Todd Hall is a three story structure of Tudor ar
chitecture built in 1917, and the
work of a leading Portland ar
chitect of the day, A. E. Doyle.
North of Campbell Hall, it defines
the north entrance to the original
cluster of college buildings.
For many years a women's
dormitory, Todd Hall is now the
headquarters of the Teaching
Research Division of the State
System of Higher Education.
Senior Cottage, once the ex
clusive residential quarters for
senior women, was also designed
by A. E. Doyle. Much smaller
than Campbell and Todd Halls, it
was built in 1917 and is con
sidered to be a notable example
of the shingle style of the Queen
Anne Revival and to reflect the
influence of the arts and crafts
movement. It is now occupied by
OCE Dean of Students offices and
the financial aids and counseling
offices.
Maple Hall, built in 1913, as a
college
gymnasium
and
recreation center, is also a Doyle
design with hip roof and beamed
plaster above wooden lower
walls. It fills the southwest
corner of the original "inner"
quadrangle and fits well with
styles of the other buildings.
The Campus Elementary
School, built in 1917, was for
many years the principal school
of the Monmouth area, and the
laboratory school in which
student
teachers
received
classroom experience. It is of the
Jacobean style.

I

j
J

J
j
1

It is located across Monmouth
Avenue from Todd and Campbell j
Halls, and is felt by the com- ]
mittee to form a link between the
group of four original buildings j
and the more modern additions to
the campus.
In spite of broadening of the j
student teacher program to ^
include many public schools,
Campus Elementary is still a ji"
major part of the program.
Recommended by the com- [
mittee for future consideration is f
the Administration Building, a 1
1936 example of Modern ar
:
chitecture. It's color, texture, [.•
scale and proportions, the 1:
committee feels, are in sympathy ft|
with historic styles of the original L
campus buildings.
lamron 2
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Review of a tragedy: Kent State

by TIM PETSHOW

Four years ago, on May 4, four
state
Kent
University
undergraduates
l i n a g e 1 ^ ^ 7 7 were
e u n gunned
i i e a
hv
Ohio
Nafinnal
Jnwn by Ohio National fl„
Guardsrnen.
Xhe present problems of higher
.duration and of the larger
society cannot readily be related
»1 m those problems of the late '60's
earl>\
70searly
'70's.
New
andj
New
SI Hevelopments have let us forget
^11
social
and
be profound
Vocational
produced
;auv»— crises that P'UUULeu
Kent State
state incident - ana
and
the Kent
student unrest on numerous other
diversities.
To appreciate the Kent State
i . tragedy, a brief analysis of the
larger events that triggered the
1 | demonstrations that led to Ohio
ar I
Gov. James H. Rhodes' decision
call out the Guard is

[ 1- necessary.

«

k

If.
I

!r
»
*

e

confront iV1,6 maj°r campus university
university
facpd
new
Colulh
i0ns
(Harvard, confrontations.'
mnfrontaiinnc; »
Wisconsin
and Kenu
?? j? nT war in Cambodia
sunn . i ' those students who
the Proverbial
in vS American involvement
ke the camel's
back
ifto
?°
the excePtian
rathe? than
tof)Te the rule.
'diner
The most leaders it k ? lncident- black
Kent' many of them
,„f.u
AmgericarPlhXing thing to middle with experience in the mid-60's,
ahana
however, was the
ghetto riots, had told federal
traditional
moramvT?
investigators
and
prfvate
Srer a™nd llfesty|es by an researchers that they had felt the
nUmber
of
students
Ohio Guard would be callS iSo
action immediately
James Michener, in his comThe next day, Friday, May l
P ehensive analysis of Kentthe political rhetoric would be
hat
Whv
?
happened and tinged with acts of destruction
feSmi?ranfraSed the general Unusually large numbers of
young people had congregated in
andaround six Water Street bars.

thlf

dS? ™ -55
gi°n is the normal twentvyear old atheiam that we've had

Nixon / Agnew
The
administration, beginning their tears
rf- three hundred
much va"nted
second year in office, had new%3
new analysis of society' is
alienated
large
numbers
of
;
outmoded Marxism
diversity-affiliated individuals, warmprf
warmed over, .their music is a
'intellectuals," to use the
retreat to African drums and
popular terminology. President ancient oriental chants "
Nixon's militancy and Agnew's
No society, of course, has ever
rhetoric, aimed at a presumed
been immune from change What
conservative "silent majority,"
I symbolized the inherent in was frightening to man? in u£
situation, though, was that so
justice, racism, and phoniness of
much was being challenged in so
the "System" to campus liberals many ways.
and activities.
On April 30, 1970, Richard
The civil rights issue (as it
Nixon
announced to a national
pertained to blacks - Chicanos,
television
audience
that
Indians, women and gays had not
yet been "discovered") had American air troops were being
sent to invade Cambodia.
become a respectable middle
This Congressionally un
class issue by 1970 and many
early advocates of racial equality declared war was not the sole
had
adopted
a
more source of unrest at Kent. The
revolutionary message. Social ingredients for violence had been
present at Kent State University
protest took on more ominous tor some time.
tones; the demonstrations of Dr.
As far back as 1965, political
Martin Luther King were
activists had been rallying
replaced by the underground
support at this 21,000 student
activity of the Weathermen, the
campus.
The actual number of
"death of the white man" slogans
of the Black Panthers, and Jerry hard-core radical activists was
Rubin's proclamation that, "The small but this minority had
slowly been swinging more and
first part of the Yippie program
is to kill your parents. And I more students to the left. Added
impetus came from a group that
mean that quite literally, because
was officially known as the
until you're prepared to kill your regional travelers.
parents, you're not ready to
change this country. Our parents
Michener writes: "Regional
are our first oppressors."
travelers out of Cleveland and
The Mississippi freedom
Chicago were frequent visitors to
marchers of 1963, were, seven
the houses in Kent. . .Whenever
years later, card-carrying
they arrived on the scene, ex
members of Students for a
citing meetings took place, and
Democratic Society (SDS). At the
after they had departed, the

l

Send Mom a care
package.
Sweet Surprise,
arranged,
usually available
for less than

Send it today. It
couldn't be easier
Just call or visit
— ^
your nearby FTD Florist. Tell him
you want the FTD Sweet Surprise.™
,ne s all flowers... the other, growing
Plants with flower accents. Both
come in dainty hand-painted ceramic
nower buckets. An Extra Touch™
9'ft she II love. Your FTD Florist can
send your Sweet Surprise almost
anywhere in the U.S. or Canada.

(50*

s12

*As an independent
businessman, each
FTD Member Florist
sets his own prices.
©1974 Florists'
Transworld Delivery

he eKen'ng began uneventfu.lv
tully, ifif boisterously,
and it was

trouble was reported - a beer
bottle had been tossed at a
K"g car break'ng one of the
windows. About a half hour later,
first patrol car made its
appearance in the area and the
bottle throwing was accompanied
by the first chants of political
slogans and general obscenities.
The crowd grew increasingly
restless and at 12:17, according to

CTos^TL'M,
^ SSd
sma11 f,res had been
et in the immediate
area but the
emergene6 of hundreds **the

5.TSSU5:sar •—vanda'ism

News synopsis
compiled by MELISA McFIE
Its over for them: Acquittal

believe Job" Dea„
Dean remain8 PnesidSTxLI

I',''"!, J'" >"» « not
S' ""«•

Phase 4 phases out

H'St°ry' Congress has

controls

refused to extend the

Tuesday,ealoTw?th0"h?ithertcon^lsand

diVide"dS

ended'

Personal Income

nuafrSf $lCrterimMafrCh r°Se l° 3 seasa"a»y adjusted anearlilr ihi r
trillion from a revised $1,095 trillion a month
earlier, the Commerce Department reports.
New Peace

tr,ni?a<;?-Tker Kis,singer hasset out on a new peace-makine
trip to the Mideast. Egyptian President Anwar Sadat ?aid hf

ttzsssrjsss

would

successM in

"bi^

Flouridation of water supplies in the state of Oregon was
ordered Friday by the State Health Commission The con"1 donTk V ml 3utl0n Wil1 Probab'y be determined in court
1 don t know that they ve got that authority," (to order the
fluoridation)
Durham.
uuoriaaiion) said Assistant Attorney General James Durham.

Main Street - Monmouth
(Located in Webster's Thriftway)

This Week's
Specials!

the militaryUha0d?rohlero°n,S1t
American campus had been a
™0's°r a"? throaghout the late
• As on Friday, police
intervention was too little and too

several SidinKg was ign'ted
h?? If i, I? by ra'lroad flares
and a a tlme the f're sputtered
nd died to the consternation of
at 9;45' 'he ROTC
struck
structure again burst into flame
Firemen, harassed by students
^1„Wa°rrPr0Ve,0be»l» who punctured two fire hoses
withdrew in disgust when it was
s ^
apparent that no police protecviolence occured on the Kent tion was forthcoming.
As an appropriate ending to the
State campus. It will long be
chaotic night, Michener writes
BBSis?as theKday tha*
.
"fr1 OuardsmS
WaS burned t0 the
ground
ground - the incident that were on hand in sufficient
numbers to protect any firemen
Guard'ed ^mobilizat'on of the fighting the ROTC fire, but by
The political rallies that nieht wrPPlme l?e building was a total
seemed better organized and wnnido -University officials
seemed to be goading the large would announce the financial loss
crowd into further acts of
of
'"I?6 Vidnity
tne ROTC^
KOTC building,
eight
violence. For a long time, ROTC the
Guardsmen
of
Alpha
Company
had been under siege from not
nd G Troop were injured bv
. rocks and flying glass."

8' r Blueberry Pie
$1.19

Applesauce Cake Donuts
10/ $1.00

Banana Cake
$1.99
'Specials Expire May 8, 1974)

Stop In For The BEST
In FRESH Bakery Goods
"Your Extra Touch Florist"

spread

IC

SHKfnt Mayor Le^oy
SatrIm
aatrom declared
a state nf
emergency and ordered the riot
act read. By three a m
the
campus and town were quiet But

Flouridation fight likely

g
Sweet Surprise,
planted,
usually available
for less than

May 2, 1974

^
Kent nnliro
mistake w^ mad?- a^six"^

::

;
:
;

ea,pite the presence of the
J
Guard and the charred remains
of the ROTC building, toe af
ternoon of May 2 was a relaxed
carniva! atmosphere.
Townspeople, college students
and tourists roamed the campus
as if they were at a fair. But the
rallies continued anew Sunday
evening producing additional
ugliness and setting the stage for
the infamous confrontation.
It is the questions of May 4, that
are the most ethically per
plexing. Beyond the issue of
whether or not the Guard had toe
right to be on the Kent State
campus, is the unanswered
question :
r®

- Did the rifle-toting Guard
smen receive orders to shoot?.
Or were the shootings the
result of pent-up fear, hatred, or
perceived danger to self on the
part of a few Guardsmen (many
of whom were Kent students or
had been in the past)?
Eyewitnesses report that the
Guard were frequently attacked
by rocks and bits of brick
acquired from a campus
construction site. Later, the
Guards verified these attacks
and admitted they were angered
and shocked by the steady
stream of shouted obscenities.
But pictures taken immediately
after the shootings show that the
Guardsmen were not in im
mediate physical danger.
The biggest headaches for
higher education today is the
runaway inflation that has forced
tuition up and hampered growth.
In addition, many colleges are
lowering requiremens in the face
of declining enrollments.
Four years ago, the picture was
almost the opposite. The World
War II baby boom had filled up
classrooms at a prolific rate. In
16 years, Kent State had grown
from 673 students to over 21,000 in
1970. Following the Kent State
incident, some 70 colleges closed
down for varying periods of time.
The summer of '70 was a
gloomy time for university ad
ministrators who were now
forced to consider the possibility
of a society with severely
hampered educational resources.
Social analysts today are
assuring us that we have
returned to an age of conser
vatism — whatever that vague
generalization means. Perhaps it
is just as well. Perhaps we're
more comfortable with political
corruption and economic woes
than with challenges to our
lifestyles and morals.
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Tracksters travel north
for EWSC duel meet
Competition from eight teams
provided the setting last weekend
at the OCE Invitational Track
Meet. The non-scoring meet,
OCE's only home performance of
the year, saw the Pack face a
tough test in the combined men
and women's meet.
Times and distances were
much better than the average,
and several personal and
seasonal bests were set.
Lack of much water in the
water jump didn't seem to bother
steeplechaser Ron Strand any as
he breezed his way to an easy
9:22.1 win in that event. The 5-10
140 lb. runner ran much of the
race alone and unpushed,
finishing ahead of the second
place runner by 17 seconds.
Bob Schneider became OCE's
second fastest miler of all time as
he clocked a 4:15.0 mile to finish
third in that event. Schneider
kicked in the last 220 in his usual
style but couldn't quite catch the
leaders. Schneider's
time
knocked seven seconds off his
lifetime best and put him among
the small college leaders in the
Northwest.
"The first part of it felt really
loose," said Schneider. "It was
just that sprint on the last lap that
took it out of me."
Schneider said he feels that
Dale Barker and himself have a
shot at the school record (which
is less than two seconds faster) if
they can go through a faster first
half. Their 880 time Saturday was
2:07, and Barker was 4:17.5 for
the mile.
Rich Grise heaved the shot 52-3
for a new freshman record on his
way to finishing third behind
Lloyd Graves at 52-9V2 and Doyle

Kenady at 56-9V2. Grise also
grabbed first in the discus at 1551.

Roger Woods sped to a 22.9
furlong to take first there as he
edged MTC's Dan Moody by onetenth of a second. Woods also ran
a leg on the second place 440
relay team.
Freshman Tony Bass lowered
his lifetime best in the 880 by
racing to a 1:56.4 clocking there.
Bass said he was very pleased
with his effort, and added that it
was the competition that enabled
him to run that time.
"I am elated in some points,"
said head coach Don Spinas. "But
I felt that we had a lot of people
that did not compete.'V_
Spinas singled out Schneider,
Bass, Woods and Grise for their
efforts, but said that the ham
mer, javelin, hurdles, sprints,
pole vault and some jumping
areas did not compete up to their
capabilities.
Spinas criticized the fact that
OCE was only able to stage one
home meet this year due to the
difficulty encountered getting the
track in condition, and said that if
it wasn't for the Monmouth Track
Club it would have been im
possible to have the meet.
This Saturday the Pack travels
to Cheney where they take on
Eastern
Washington State
College in what could be one of
the teams toughest duals to date.
Eastern Washington boasts such
athletes as a pair of 14.4 and 14.5
high hurdlers, a 15-11 pole
vaulter, 23 foot long jumper, and
6-8 high jumper, 48 foot triple
jumper, 55 second intermediate
hurdlerand a 4:10 miler.

(HE steeplechaser Ron Strand has some competition here, but when the race was over, the
Y\olf school record holder had things pretty much his own way, as he won the 3000 meter
steeplechase in last Saturday's OCE Invitational Track Meet quite handily. (Photo bv Darvl
Burnt/).

Portland St. '9 rips Wolves
That seven run 7th inning
killed us," was the blunt way
OCE baseball coach Joe Caligure
described Tuesday's 10-2 loss to
Portland State. "We played them
even for six innings and then we
made to many stupid mistakes
and they blew us out."
The Wolves knocked out 10 hits,
but they accounted for only two
runs. Jim Owre was the bright
spot for OCE as he rapped out
four hits in five at bats, including
two doubles.
The Wolves return to EvCo
action this weekend as they host
the Eastern Washington Eagles

Women spikers stay unbeaten,
dominate Invitational Meet
by CECILIA STILES
Depth and talent triumphed
over injuries as the undefeated
OCE women's track team ran
away from five other teams at
the OCE Invitational track meet
Saturday, more than doubling the
score total of the second place
team. OCE dominated with a
score of 175, compared to Central
Oregon Community College, 80;
Mount Hood Community College,
73; OSU, 67; Simon Fraser of
Canada, 58; and Lane Com
munity College, 50.
Beth Boehmer and Jeannie
Zumwalt emerged as OCE's two
top performers. Ms. Boehmer
was responsible for two of the
five school records toppled at the
meet. She cut her old record time
of 11:17.5 in the 3,000 meter run
by clocking in at 11:03.7. She also
shaved 23.1 seconds off the old
mile run record, with a time of
5:27.1. In addition, she was on the
second place mile relay team
with Marilyn Bengston, Sue
Riggs, and Karen Lloyd, which
although it did not win the event,
nonetheless set a new record of
4:24.1.

Karen and Benita Lloyd. It took
first in the meet with its new time
of 1.51.1, as the women shattered
their own old record of 1:53.5.
Marsha Melvin was OCE's
other top finisher. She placed
first in the javelin with a throw of
133'10".
Depth has been a key in the
consecutive OCE victories this
year,
according to
Miss
Jacqueline Rice, coach. "Our
depth has continued to help us to
score high in each meet," she
said.
The next scheduled OCE meet
is Saturday at Willamette High
School in Eugene. It is a southern

SCOWS
363-451
147 Commercial SE,

"Your Bicycle
Headquarters' /

Ms. Zumwalt placed first in the
long jump at 16'63/4", and was on
the winning 440 relay team with
Ms. Lloyd, Benita Lloyd, and
Sandy Herbert, which was timed
at 50.4. She also placed second in
the 200 meter hurdles at 31.1, and
m the 400 meter hurdles at
1 •' 111.5.
Kathy Bryant toppled her own
record of 411 » in the shot put
with a winning toss of 42'13/4'\
The other school record to be
broken Saturday was shattered
by the 880 medley relay team of
Ms. Bengston, Ms. Herbert, and
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area meet sponsored by the
University of Oregon.
It will feature the same teams
as last Saturday's meet, plus the
U of O, Southern Oregon College,
and Portland State University.
Another meet is scheduled May
10 and 11, at Cheney, Washington,
featuring northwest teams.
"The next two meets will bring
together the best people in our
state and in this region. We are
hoping that we will become a
little more consistent in some
events, and that some of our
people who have been out with
injuries will be able to enter by
Saturday to bolster our attack "
said Miss Rice.

1

in a three game series starting
tomorrow at 3 p.m. OCE will
conclude the season next
weekend with a trip to LaGrande
and Eastern Oregon State.
EWSC comes to Monmouth
with a 5-4 record in EvCo action
after losing three games to
EOSC. This series is a must
series for the Wolves. "We have

UO,

to sweep EWSC," says Caligure.
"It doesn't look as if anyone is
going to knock off Central
Washington for us so we just have
to win the rest of our games to
have a shot at the title."
Going into this weekend's
action, the Wolves trail CWSC by
one game in the loss column with
two weekends left in the season.

OSU
beat netters

The OCE women's tennis team
met the "biggies" and came out
second best twice, losing to
Oregon and Oregon State by like
6-1 scores.
Oregon State whipped the
Wolves, last Wednesday in
Monmouth, as the Beavers won
all three doubles matches and
three of the four singles matches.
The only OCE point came when
Linda Anderson won her match 63, 3-6, 5-2. All the other singles
players fell in straight sets.
All three doubles matches were
fairly close. Marilyn Layton and
Lisa Michieli lost 4-6, 4-6. The
other two doubles matches both

went three sets. Debbie Bronkey
and Terry Wilson fell 6-4, 0-6, 0-6
and Nancy Anderson and Linda
Klausner lost 6-4, 2-6, 2-6.
The only OCE win against
Oregon Tuesday came when
number one singles player Judy
Boyd won her match, 6-4, 5-7, 6-3.
The only singles match to last
three sets was the No. 4 singles
where Sally Peyree of OCE lost 45, 6-3, 5-7. All three doubles
matches were two setters.
OCE plays Lewis and Clark
here next Tuesday at 3:00 and the
Wolves travel to Portland State
next Thursday.

if.
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The JV Wolves
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Meanwhile, the OCE JV's won
their fifth game in a row. After
spotting Pacific a 9-2 lead, the
Wolves exploded for 15 runs in the
third mning and blasted the

*

OCE hadopened up a 3-0 lead in
the first game before a heavy
rain shower
caused
the
suspension of the game for 30
minutes in the third inning. The
rain made the field too wet to
continue to play on, so the game
was shifted to a makeshift grass
diamond in the outfield.
The delay seemed to affect the
concentration of the Wolves as
Boise State came back to tie the
score at 3-3 going into the seventh
inning., Boise outscored OCE 3-2
in that inning to pull out the
victory.
In the second game it was the
errorless play by OCE and the
pitching of Carla Hazan which
allowed only five hits which made
the difference. OCE scored all the
runs needed to win when a triple
by Sharon Baugh and consecutive
singles by Bev Dage, Bonnie
Souers, Carla Hazen, and Karen
Kolen accounted for three runs.
"It's easy to speculate what
might have happened if the first

that he
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OCE will offer two one week
girls gymnastics clinics this
summer, July 29 to August 9. The
clinic will provide "expert in
struction in all areas of com
petitive gymnastics for junior
s e n i o r high
•i».
school
girls . Coaches may also par
ticipate for both weeks for
graduate credit (Ed 502).
Coach Brewer is seeking to
otter a constructive program to
aid in the steady growth and
advancement of gymnastics in
recent years.
Assisting in the program will
be the highly successful gym
nastics coach from McNary high
school, Chuck Osbourne and Dr
Maurice Ray,
gymnastics
instructor at Spokane Com™nity College. In addition there
will be such lecturers as Mary
Fox, PSU women's coach and
Sylvia Moore, OSU women's
coach. Members of the OCE
women's gymnastics team will

inStructors

and

coun-

The program will offer intruction in intermediate and
advanced skills. Its purpose is to
instruct in skill execution and
help bring out the finer points of
gymnastics. It will also serve as a
melting pot for ideas and
techniques of other coaches and
gymnasts.
Gymnastics has been growing
in Oregon with intense rapidity
As it grows there is becoming a
greater and greater need for
competent well trained in
structors. There are a great
many positions open to physical
education majors who have a
strong background in gymnastics
and can coach. This clinic hopes
to offer an atmosphere where
coaches can become exposed to a
higher level of perfection in the
art of gymnastics.
Anyone seeking information
should feel free to contact coach
LoWayne Brewer in the NPE or
pick up a brochure there.

Call

PERSONAL: Congratulations

Cecilia!

the

FOR R E N T : 2 bedroom apartments
with study area are available for
summer and fall terms. The apart
ments are completely furnished,
have wall to wall carpet, garbage
disposals and laundry facilities. The
Vicksburg Apartments are located in
the Heritage Village complete within
walking distance of the campus.
Summer rate $95. Fall Rate $120
Contact 838 1412 after 5:00.
W A N T E D : Help! We desperately need
one more roommate to share apt. this
summer and for '74-'75 school year.
Please contact Sara at 838 4240.
W I L L D O : Tutoring Mth 121, 123 and 311.
Reasonable rates. Call Linda
Spangler 838 2355.

Oucksha™ manll
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holdup. The
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It'sbeen,a few years since the UO-OSU meet has been
reaI dose but from the looks of things now, this year's
meet could go right down to the mile relay before it's
deeded. If that's the case, fhen the Ducks might win
However, I still think that Oregon State has a bit too
iD„UEuUnePU"

'h0U9h

,he

duel meet with powerful Eastern Washington. Our
resident track expert, Jim Healy, feels that EWSC has
HiffvXC|iP l0r!flly Str0n9 team which sh°uld have little
the Si 4h SJ^Sc!n9 the Wo|ves. If that proves to be
the case, then OCE could be in trouble when it comes
time to defend the EvCo title May 10 and 11.
f°a "umber of key performers has really hurt
the Wolves lately, and the potential points lost via the
'"o rLr°UIu may be 'ust a few to° many to make up.
On the other hand, things look pretty good for the OCE
women They also have had their share of injuries, but
theyjust keep rolling along and look like a good bet to
win the upcoming Oregon state meet. No one has yet to
even come close to beating the Wolves, and they have
met all the teams which will be competing in that meet.

+ ++
WILL DO: Haircuts. $1.50. So, if you
want long or short shag or even just a
trim contact Sara at 838 4240.

PERSONAL: Guy - I miss you.

9a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

the

51 seconds.

by CURTIS CL1MER

N E E D A BABYSITTER?
People Place at 838 0042.

412 MAIN STREET
DALLAS, OREGON
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OLE to host summer
girls gymnastics clinic

TEACHERS W A N T E D : Entire West,
Midwest and South. Southwest
Teachers Agency, 1303 Central Ave.
N.E. Albuquerque, NM 87106. Bon
ded. Licensed and Member NATA
"Our 28th Year."
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Want ads
Opulence, at a price you can
afford.. .that's Starfire.
Stunning diamond rings,
permanently registered,
puaranteed and protected
against diamond loss.
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OCE divides with Boise St

The OCE
OCE Softball team
team scored
scored
three runs in the fourth inning
and held on to post a 3-0 victory
over Boise State in the second
game of a double header played
last Saturday at Bush Park in
Salem. The win enabled OCE to
gain a split in the twinbill as
Boise State won the first game 6-

off
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PERSONAL: Got no place to go? Drop in
at the People Place. Rap a little or
just relax. Open evenings. North of
Swindel Hall. Phone to rap or for
information, 838 0042. Have a nice
day.
PERSONAL:
1. Do you carry a picture of your third
cousin Reginald in your wallet and
pass him off as your lover?
2. Do you turn your high school ring
upside down on your left hand to
make your girlfriends think you're
married?
3. Do you sit alone in the dark on Fri.
and Sat. night, so people will think
you have a hot date?
If your response is yes to one or more of
the above, YOU are eligible for
lifetime membership in Spinsters of
America. Contact the OCE chapter at
838 XOXO.

In baseball, OCE is playing for nothing but pride this
year. But that pride has been considerable, and the
Wolves are currently in prime contention for the
Evergreen Conference title with a 5-1 league mark.
Unfortunately for OCE, the Wolves games with league
leading and unbeaten Central Washington were rained
out so OCE has to depend upon someone else to beat
CWSC in the last two weeks of the season.
No matter what happens, the Wolves are to be
congratulated for a fine season. Although they have
been losing in non-league games, they have been very
competitive with the likes of Oregon State, Portland
State, Portland and Puget Sound all schools with fullrides for baseball players.
With a little bit of luck and recognition of the team
unreproachable conduct this year, the Wolves can
hopefully be taken off probation this year. Then next
year with the same record in league play, they could be
making plans for the NAIA playoffs.
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Incidental fee hearings .

Whats happening to your money?
by MELISA MrFlP
McFIE
"It was a brand new ball
game," said Steve Lamb,
Chairman of the Senate, as he
spoke of last week's incidental
fee hearings. "There is no system
to cover this area and we were
trying to establish one," he said.
The basic intent of the
meetings, which were held by
Associated Students of OCE
(ASOCE) was to disseminate
information
to
interested
students and to gather infor
mation and ideas from such
students. It was an attempt to
find out where students stood on
the incidental fee question.
Although the incidental fee
questionnaire met with some
response it did not give ASOCE
an adequate representation of
student wishes, and no real
majority of student opinion was
indicated. Said Steve Lamb,
"The questionaires themselves
really didn't provide us with
much direction or a concrete
answer. It was six of one and
half-a-dozen of another."
Students, who attended the fee

hearings wre asked to respond
resnnnd to
tn

the following questions: (1) I
favor: no increase, $1, 2, 3, 4, or
more than $4 increase in
incidental fees to support these
programs: ASOCE, Educational
Activities, and/ or the College
Center. (2) I favor a separation of
these programs from the in
cidental fee structure: College
Center, Athletic Activities, and ,
or Educational Activities. (3)
The recommendation concerning
the incidental fee rate and the
structure should be made by
ASOCE or a vote by the Student
Body. Of about 45 questionaires
which were completed, 54 per
cent indicated that they
preferred no increase, 19 percent
a $2 increase, 22 percent a $4
increase and 13 percent wanted
more than a $4 increase.
Senate Chairman, Steve Lamb,
favors the separation of the
College Center, Athletic Ac
tivities and Educational Ac
tivities from the incidental fee
structure. He stated that by
separating the fee it would make
each area identifiable. "If we can
separate these things we could

ct
frv tob-Q
/-Jl ml l/v^lrn
ni
start
to
take lnrlilli
individual
looks at
the budgets for the various
programs."
Steve Lamb would also like to
see "accountability sessions",
much like the incidental fee
hearings, being held for each of
the programs that is now funded
by student incidental fee money.
Quoting Senator Carson, DMarion County, Steve Lamb
said: "The purpose of incidental

fl
a>v
V

frtrto in 4-n
_ f ll
r
fees
is to serve lU„
the needs of
the same fee,
this coming year.
students and not the alumni or Whatever your opinion, for or
the community....It is the against an increase in the fee, or
students' money!"
if you just don't know where you
Students, right now $24 a term stand and would like to become
of your money is being spent for more informed, be in attendance
the College Center Program, the at the Senate Meeting . It will be
Athletic Program, ASOCE and held in the TV room of the College
Educational Activities. You have Center tonight at 7:00. It's up to
the4 opportunity to help decide you to find out what's happening
whether or not you as a student to your money, your college and
will pay an increased fee, or the its programs.

Magnavox
...the season's biggest hit!

SUPEBSTAQ
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LaGrande Convocation
to comment on death
Public interest has brought a
repetition of one of the series of
convocations "Man and the
Land" sponsored by the Oregon
College of Education in recent
months.
The convocation on "The
Concept of Death," held last
winter at Salishan Lodge on the
Oregon coast will be repeated at
Eastern Oregon State College at
La Grande May 10 - 11.
The
convocations
are
sponsored by OCE as public
service programs with no
preconceived message or ad
vocation of a particular line of
thought.
At La Grande a group of OCE
professors will introduce the
subject, comment on death from
the point of view of persons in
their field of knowledge, or
moderate panel and audience
discussions.
Denis
Moran,
assistant
professor of anthropology, will
discuss cultural perspectives of
death; Judith Conkey, instructor
in humanities, will discuss at
titudes toward the subject in
literature, and Dr. Montana
Walking Bull, professor of
humanities, will talk on "How the
Native American Looks at
Death."
Friday afternoon, Wes Merrill,
New York Life Insurance
Company, will discuss "Death
and Grief;" Dr. Laurence Lyon,
associate professor of music, will
talk on "Music and Death;" and

in the evening, Peter Stone,
associate professor of art, will
present a talk on "Death as Seen
Through the Eyes of an Artist."
Saturday's discussions will
include "Perspectives on the
Aging Process," moderated by
Dr. Gary Huxford, associate
professor of history; "The
Abortion Question," by a panel of
persons with differing views,
moderated by Lloyd Hanson,
assistant
professor
of
humanities.
Lunch will be followed by
audience dialogue on the subject
of abortion.
Dr. Huxford will preside at a
session on religion and death, and
Richard
Meyer,
assistant
professor of humanities, will
discourse on, and illustrate,
treatment of death in folk
ballads.
The convocation at La Grande
is jointly sponsored by OCE and
EOSC and is made possible by a
grant from the Oregon Council
for
the
Humanities.
No
registration fee is charged.
Information on accommodations
and a program may be obtained
by writing or telephoning Joan
Pratt, convocation coordinator,
at OCE, Monmouth, 97361.

Stereo FM/AM
Radio, Record Change^PlayRecord 8-Track Tape System
orir« tX n,3 Ma9navox S'ere° A" star Va'"e ~ offering wonderful sound and a
p ce tag to please your pocketbook! Not only can you enjoy listenina from radio
M rr,°?S 0r 8"track cartr'dges.. you can also recordTour own 8-1rack
cartridges. Model E-1017 also includes a full-size record changer, two Hiqh-Efficiencv
Speakers and Stereo Headphones... even a mobile cart
See this Magnavox for yourself... and discover why we think
Magnavox is your best buy for great sound

"27715

MOM and DAD:

Those wishing to receive
college credit of one unit for
attending the convocation, may
do so by paying a $10 tuition fee.
There are no prerequisites for the
course, Social Science 406 - 506.

. ank
Aaron
Commemorative
"715" BAT

OCE falls short
of blood drive goal
by CURTIS CLIMER

Over 100 pints will be im
mediately used for operations on
people related to donors. This
blood was given as life, perhaps
the most precious gift of all.

Once again OCE has fallen
short of its blood drive goal. As
drops of water in a glass so are
the pints of blood in a blood bank
Our goal was 400 pints and we
The remainder of the collected
managed 347. Sue Hunt, chair
Wood will be kept in the
man for OCE's blood drive, was Willamette Chapter of the United
not
surprised
but
still Red Cross blood bank.
disappointed. OCE has not
It should be remembered that
reached it's goal during any of
giving blood builds up credit
this years drives.
Those who did give are com Upon donating a pint you receive
card which intitles you to a free
mended and complemented for apint
in case you need it.
their service and compassion to
The
women of Gentle Hall "cup
their fellow man. Though we
missed our goal we did not fail. fh^fetih ov.er • They captured
first place in dorm competition.
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COME IN and let
your youngster
| join our exclusive *
with any
Magnavox
of $277.15|
or more!

Magnavox will send you, at
no extra charge, a limited, serialized
edition of a baseball bat with a beautifully
engraved plaque commemorating Hank Aaron's
historic record-breaking 715th home run the run that breaks Babe Ruth's record of almost
forty years! This bat is a real
collector's item.

MagnavoxHank Aaron

M
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welcome here
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"715" CLUB *
Any young baseball fan
will be thrilled with
this great offer. All the
facts about Hank Aaron,
a sportscaster's
statistical guide, a
membership pin...and
so much more...are ail
included. And, it just
costs $1.00 for postage
and handling. Don't
wait, come in today.
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Adolf s Electric

Main & Mill Street

Downtown Dallas

Phone 623-8115
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